DECLARE IT

Importers, shipping agents, and passengers are required to declare all goods and merchandise or commodities upon entry into the CNMI. Items imported for business use such as sale, use, manufacture, lease or rent is taxable.

Passengers entering the CNMI are required to submit a completed Declaration Form.

All mail and parcels must also be inspected by Customs.

TALK TO US

P O Box 5234 CHRB
Saipan, MP 96950
cnmicustoms@dof.gov.mp

670-664-1610 Saipan
670-433-1610 Tinian
670-532-3666 Rota

URL: www.dof.gov.mp
facebook.com/cnmicustomsservice
OUR MISSION
We facilitate trade and travel, collect revenue, and safeguard the CNMI’s borders by enforcing the laws.

VIGILANCE
Vigilance is how we ensure the safety of our island community. We are constantly watchful and alert to deter, detect and prevent threats to our islands. We exhibit courage and bravery in protecting our islands.

PROFESSIONALISM
Professionalism is personified in the work we do. We are dedicated to defending and maintaining the laws of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. The island community have entrusted us to protect our borders.

INTEGRITY
Integrity is our foundation. We conduct ourselves by the highest ethical and moral principles, doing what is right, even when no one is looking. Our actions bring honor to ourselves and our agency.

REVENUE
Customs is responsible for the assessment and collection of all duties imposed at the Ports of Entry. We work with all importers to ensure that goods and commodities imported are properly declared, including quantities and value of such goods. Any violation of undeclared or under valuation of goods will be penalized.

ENFORCEMENT
Customs is responsible for protecting and safeguarding our borders from the infiltration of narcotics, contraband and prohibited items. We ensure safety through the use of x-ray machines as well drug detector dogs.